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[571 ABSTRACT

A hatch cover system including an ellipitcal port open-

ing (12) in a housing (10) and an elliptical cover member
(18) supported centrally by a rotational bearing (53) for
rotation about a rotational axis ($4) normal to the cover

member and by pivot pins ($7,62) in a gimbal member
(24) for pivotal movement about axes (56 and 58) per-

pendicular to the rotational axis. Arm members (26,28)
support the gimbal member (24) pivotally by pivot
members (30,31) so that upon rotation and manipulation
the cover member (18) can be articulately moved from

a closed position on the port opening to an out of the
way position with a minimum of volume sweep by the
cover member (18).

12 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets
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HATCH COVER

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made by employ-

ees of the United States Government and may be manu-

factured and used by or for the Government of the
United States of America for governmental purposes

without the payment of any royalties thereon or there-
fore. 10

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to a hatch construction for a

port, and more particularly to a hatch construction for
a space vehicle where the hatch construction has a low 15

volume sweep and can be easily manipulated from ei-
ther side of the hatch.

BACKGROUND OF THE i_NTiON

In the prior art: 20

U.S. Pat. No. 95,938 discloses an oval or elliptically

shaped door member which is pivoted about a trans-

verse axis and when opened intersects and presents an
obstruction in the flow path through the opening.

U.S. Pat. No. 2,136,289 discloses a circularly shaped 25

window constructed with two half disc segments where

one of the segments is rotatable in a casing frame. The
window is not intended to function as a hatch closure

member.

U.S. Pat. No. 2,156,1,0 discloses a cover for use with 30

a thin material where a cover plate utilizes spring mem-

bers to retain the cover plate in an opening. This is a
snap type of cover.

U.S. Pat. No. 2,363,454 discloses a cabinet with an

elongated frame opening. A circular door member rolls 35
into and out of a closing position with respect to an

opening.
U.S_ Pat. No. 2,480,692 discloses a cover which uti-

lizes notches for release of a cover plate in a given

rotative position of the cover plate and springs for re- 40
mining the cover plate in an opening.

German Pat. No. 705,897 issued May 13, 1941 dis-
closes a segment window construction in which manip-

ulation of a member can be employed to remove a seg-

ment from a seated condition through an opening. 45
French Pat. No. 2,396,862 issued July 5, 1977 shows

a removable door structure which has manipulation
space available to remove the door.

Previous hatches used in space vehicles were either
closed in a semi permanent way or closed with a mecha- 50

nism that forced the hatch against its seals. The semi
permanent approach did not provide the capability to
quickly open or close the hatch since around their pe-
rimeter they contained a series of bolt type fasteners
that had to be actuated individually and prevented the 55

hatch from being realistically opened by a crewman on
the opposite side. The hatches that were closed with a
mechanism were very elaborate in that the systems
consisted of a large number of mechanical linkages all
activated simultaneously to move levers around the 60

periphery of the hatches. This mechanism had to be
operable from either side of the hatch which required a
penetration of the hatch with a moving part that re-
quired positive sealing at the penetration.

The proposed hatch does not have any moving 65

latches or levers, or penetrations with moving parts,,
requiring seals, in that it uses the pressure differential
across the hatch to force the hatch against its "0 t' ring
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seals. The lip seal acts as a gas barrier during pressuriza-

tion which forces the hatch against the mating "O" ring

sealing surfaces. This hatch can be used to seal against a

pressure differential in either direction since it is de-

5 signed to seal on either side partially reducing the num-

ber of hatches required. It is also operable from either

side by a single person and cannot be opened with a

pressure across it where others have this potential ha-

zard. Since this design consists of few parts its recurring

cost potentially less and its reliability is greater than the

mechanically actuated earlier designed hatches. It is
also more versatile than the f'Lxed hatches in that it al-

lows the crewman to operative it quickly.

This hatch design has the additional advantage as an

Extra Vehicular Hatch of opening outward and yet

using internal vehicular pressure to force it to seal. By

opening outward it requires practically no internal

sweep volume there by allowing the airlocks to be
shorter reducing depressurization/repressurization

times, this reduces crew idle time and pumping power

requirements,

THE PRESENT INVENTION

The present invention is embodied in a hatch system

where the hatch cover is arranged to seal inwardly of an

internal flange so that internal pressure assists the seal-

ing of the hatch cover on the internal flange. The shape

of the internal flange and hatch cover are elliptical or

oval in configuration. The hatch cover is rotatably

supported on a gimbal coupling centrally of the hatch

cover. The gimbal coupling is attached to a frame

means which is pivotally connected to the housing for

the hatch port.

The rotative connection to the hatch cover permits

rotation of the hatch cover to an opening position

where the long axis of the elliptical hatch cover is trans-

verse to the long axis of the elliptical hatch port or

opening. In this position, the hatch cover can be shifted

and then tilted relative to the hatch port by the opera-

tion of the gimbal coupling to pass the hatch cover from

a transverse position within a housing to a position

external of the hatch port. When the hatch cover is

located external to or outside of the housing, the frame

and hatch cover can be pivoted out of a blocking posi-

tion to leave the hatch port full opening. The hatch

cover can be opened or closed from either side by use of

handholds and does not require release of handholds

during the opening or closing operation.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a hatch cover system

embodying the present invention;

FIGS. 2a and 2b are respectively top and front views

of a hatch cover in a closed position;
FIGS. 3a and 3b are respectively top and front views

of a hatch cover rotated counterclockwise 90" from the

position shown in FIGS. 2a and 2b.
FIGS. 4a and 4b are respectively top and front views

of a hatch cover shifted to the left from the position
shown in FIGS. 3a and 3b;

FIGS. 5a and 5b are respectively top and front views

of a hatch cover tilted 5" with repsect to a vertical axis

and from the position shown in FIGS. 4a and 4b,'

FIGS. 6a and 6b are respectively top and front views

of a hatch cover shifted to the fight from the position
shown in FIGS. Sa and Sb;
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FIG. 7 is a top view of a hatch cover rotated counter-

clockwise from a hatch port; and
FIG. 8 is a view in vertical cross-section of the gimbal

and rotative coupling.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

Referring now to FIG. 1, a housing 10 has a hatch

port 12 with an internal sealing surface 14. The hatch

port or opening is elliptically shaped with a long axis
being located on vertical plane (see FIG. 2b) An ellipti-

cally shaped hatch cover 18 with an annular flange 20 is

adapted to be received within the housing 10 arranged

to seal with respect to the internal sealing surrface 14.

The hatch cover 18 is rotatively supported at a center
location by a rotational Coupling 22. The rotational

coupling 22 is attached to a gimbal or double pivoting

link 24, which provides translation and pivoting about

spaced apart and parallel axes. The gimbal 24 is at-
tached to a vertically arranged support bar members 26.

The support bar members 26 extend to locations above

and below the upper and lower edges of the hatch cover
18 and is attached to a semicircular support bar member
28. The curvature of the bar member 28 is sized so that

the hatch cover 18 can be rotated about spaced apart
pivot axes in the gimbal support 24 without contacting

the bar member 28. The bar member 28 is pivotally

mounted to one side of the housing 10 by spaced apart

supports 30, 31 where the pivot axes of the supports 30,

31 are parallel to the pivot axes in the gimbal support 24.
Thus the bar member 28 and the hatch cover 18 are

pivotally and rotatively mounted so that the hatch

cover can be translated laterally and pivotally moved

relative to the hatch port 12.
As can be seen in HG. 1, the hatch cover 18 is

mounted to and guided by a swing arm assembly which

comprises the pivoted curved bar member 28 rigidly
joined to two bowed straight bar members 26 which, in

turn, are joined to the pivoting link 24 on the axial
centerline of the hatch cover 18. The link 24 is double

jointed (see FIG. $) to permit'the hatch cover 18 to be

moved in side-to-side translation to clear the port open-
ing 12 as well as to be then doubly pivoted about the

axes of link 24 while swing arm assembly rotated out-

ward about its hinge attached points 30, 31. This permits

the hatch cover I8 to pass through the arm member 28

resulting in reduced sweep volume during opening and
closing.

Previously used space vehicle hatches have been

hinged at an edge which forces their opening and clos-

ing swept volume to be large and where used internal to
a vehicle results in a space dedicated to accommodate
this motion.

It is contemplated that the hatch will be used in

hatchways for the proposed Space Station with one

particular use being the air locks used for extra vehicu-

lar egress of crewmen.
Referring now to FIG. 2a through FIG. 7b, a dia-

grammed illustration of the functioning of opening the
hatch cover from a closed position is illustrated. In

FIG. 2a the hatch cover 18 is shown with the sealing
flange 20 in a sealing relationship (by any suitable

means) with the internal sealing surface or flange 14.
The front Viewl FIG. 2b shows the hatch cover 18 in

closed position with a mark 34 on the housing in align-
ment with a mark 36 on the hatch cover 18. The bar

members 26, 28 are shown connected to the hinges 30,

31 on the housing and to the hatch cover 18.

To open the hatch port, the hatch cover 18 is rotated
by hand holds 19 to a position 90 ° counterclockwise (by
virtue of the rotative mounting in gimbal 24) thereby

moving the hatch cover mark 36 to a 90 ° position where

5 the long axis of the elliptical hatch cover 18 lies in a

horizontal plane and the short axis of the elliptical hatch
cover is vertical. From the hatch cover position shown

in FIGS. 3a and 3b, the pivoting action of gimbal 24

permits the hatch cover 18 to be shifted to the left rela-
10 tire to the hatch port 12 so that one horizontally located

edge portion 40 of the hatch cover (FIG. 4a) clears the

hatch port or opening 12. When the edge portion 40
clears the hatch opening 12, the gimbal 24 permits the
hatch cover 18 to be tilted about vertical axes of the

15 gimbal 24 and moved to displace the edge 40 to a loca-

tion forwardly or outwardly of the port opening 12 as
shown in FIG. 5a. From the hatch cover position

shown in FIG. 5a, the hatch cover 18 can be shifted by

pivoting action of gimbal 24 to the right thereby dis-

20 placing a diametrically located horizontal edge portion

42to a position where the hatch cover 18 can be re-
moved from the inside of the hatch port 12 to a location

outside of the hatch port 12. Thus, as shown in sequen-

tial positions in FIG. 7, the hatch cover 18 can be
25 moved about the pivot supports 30, 31 and the pivot

axes in the gimbal 24 to a location completely out of the

way of the hatch port 12.
FIG. $ illustrates a hatch cover 18 centrally located

and attached to a face plate 50 by a back plate 51 and

30 suitable attaching means (not shown). The face plate 50
is rotatively mounted in a bearing means 53 for rotation
about an axis 54 which is a central axis for the hatch

cover 18. The bearing means 53 includes an outer hous-

ing member $$ which is pivotally received in a yoke of

35 the gimbal support 24 where a quick release pivot pin $7

has a pivot axis intersecting and perpendicular to the
axis 54 and where the axis of the pivot pin $7 is parallel

to the axis of the pivots in the hinges 30, 31. The quick

release pin 57 can be pulled out of gimbal 24 to permit

40 manual manipulation. At the other end of the elongated

gimbal 24 is a pivot means 60 which includes upper and
lower ball bearing supports for a pivot pin 62 and where

the pivot pin 62 is connected by flange means 63, 64 to

connecting ends on the support members constituting
45 the support bar member 26. Accordingly, the hatch

cover 18 can rotate with the swing arm assembly by
virtue of the hinges 30, 31 and can pivot about the axis
56 and the axis 58, as well as rotate about the axis 54.

This permits the elliptical hatch cover 18 to be rotated
50 to place the longer axis in line with the shorter axis of

the hatch opening 18, then translated or moved laterally

to permit one edge of the hatch cover to clear the open-

ing 12, then pivoted to move such edge out of the open-
ing, then translated or moved laterally in a second di-

55 rection and as the swing arm assembly swings out, move

through the curved arms to a stowed position. All this
occurs more or less simultaneously in apparent motion.

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that

various changes may be made in the invention without
60 departing from the spirit and scope thereof and there-

fore the invention is not limited by that which is en-

closed in the drawings and specifications, but only as

indicated in the appended claims.
We claim:

65 1. A hatch cover system for opening and closing a

hatch port in a housing while minimizing the effects of
moving a hatch cover between open and closed posi-

tions including:
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housing means having a non-circularhatch port,said

hatch port having a orthogonally arranged long

opening axisand a short opening axiswhere the
intersectionof said long and short opening axes

definesa centralpointfor saidhatch port;

a non-circularhatch cover member having a orthogo-
nallyarranged long cover member axisand a short
cover member axiswhere the intersectionof said

long and shortcover member axes definea central
locationfor saidhatch member;

hatch cover support means forrotativelysupporting

saidhatch cover member relativeto saidhousing
means whereby said hatch cover member can be
rotatedabout a rotationalaxisat saidcentralloca-

tionwhen saidcentrallocationisalignedwith said

centralpointforrotationbetween a closed position
relativeto said hatch port where said long and

short opening axes are in generally alignment with
said long and short cover member axes and an

opening position where said hatch port has its long

and short opening ax_s angularly displaced relative

to said long and short cover member axes;
means for transversely translating said hatch cover

support means in the plane of a hatch port,
whereby the rotated hatch cover can be moved

laterally so that one edge of the hatch cover is

displaced from an edge of the hatch port;

means for tilting said hatch cover through the hatch
port after the hatch cover has been rotated and

translated transver,ely; and
pivot means for pivotally mounting said hatch cover

support means relative to said housing means for
swinging said hatch cover about axes disposed

parallel to said long opening axis after said the
trailing edge of hatch cover has cleared the hatch

port by being transversely translated.

2. The hatch cover system as defined in claim 1

wherein said hatch port and said hatch cover members

have corresponding elliptical configurations, said pivot
means including an arcuate frame member pivotally
attached at a central location to said housing means and
having end portions attached to crossbar members
where said crossbar members extend to said central

location and where said crossbar members are pivotally
attached to said hatch cover support means.

3. The hatch cover system as defined in claim 2
wherein said pivotally attached frame member and said

crossbar members are pivoted about axes which are
parallel to said long opening axis.

4. The hatch cover system as defined in claim 3

wherein said rotational and pivot means includes a rota-
tional bearing member attached to said hatch cover
member and includes a support arm pivotally coupled
to said bearing member and pivotally coupled to said
central support arm members so that said hatch cover
member is rotationally and pivotally articulate with

respect to said support means.
S. The hatch cover system as defined in claim 4

wherein said semi-circular arm member has a curvature

and configuration to permit said hatch cover member to

be pivoted to either side of said-semi-circular arm mem-
ber.

6. The hatch cover system as defined in claim $ where

in said hatch cover and hatch port have seal means

about the periphery thereof to establish a seal.
7. A hatch cover in a space vehicle system for open-

ing and closing a hatch port in a housing of a space

vehicle including:

a space vehicle having a housing, said housing having

a non-circular opening defined by orthogonal long
and short opening axes;

a hatch cover member having a non-circular configu-
5 ration defined by orthogonal long and short mem-

ber axes, said hatch cover member being adapted to
sealingly engage an internal peripheral wall surface

about said non-circular opening;

support means pivotally coupled to one side of the

I0 outside of said housing means for pivotal move-

ment about an axis parallel to said long opening

axis, said support means including a semicircular

arm member pivoted at a central location to the

housing means and central support arm members
15 connected to the ends of said semicircular arm

member, said arm members defining a "D" shaped
configuration; and

gimbal means having a first end pivotally coupled to

a central location of said central support arm mem-
20 bet and a second end pivotally and rotationally

coupled to a central location on said hatch cover

member for rotating for transversely translating

and for pivoting said hatch cover member relative
to said opening.

25
8. The hatch cover system as defined in claim 7

wherein said rotational and pivot means includes a rota-

tional bearing member attached to said hatch cover

member and includes a support arm pivotally coupled

30 to said bearing member and pivotally coupled to said
central support arm members so that said hatch cover

member is rotationally and pivotally articulate with
respect to said support means.

9. The hatch cover system as defined in claim 8

35 wherein said semi-circular arm member has a curvature
and configuration to permit said hatch cover member to

be pivoted to either side of said semi-circular arm mem-
ber.

10. The hatch cover system as defined in claim 9
40 wherein said hatch cover has hand hold means attached

to said cover member.

11. The hatch cover system as defined in claim I0
wherein said hatch cover and hatch opening have seal
means about the periphery of thereof to establish a seal.

45 12. A method for opening and closing a hatch port in

a housing While minimizing the effects of moving a

hatch cover between open and closed positions wherein

a housing means having a non-circular hatch port, said

hatch port havin 8 a perpendicularly an orthogonally
50 arranged long opening axis and a short opening axis

where the intersection of said long and short opening

axes defines a central point for said hatch port; a non-

circular hatch cover member having perpendicularly an
orthogonally arranged long cover member axis and a

55 short cover member axis where the intersection of said

long and short cover member axes define a central loca-

tion for said hatch member; said method comprising the
steps of:

rotatively supporting said hatch cover member rela-

60 tive to said housing whereby said hatch cover
member canbe rotated-about a rotational axis at
said central location when said central location is

aligned with said central point for rotation between

a closed position relative to said hatch port where

65 said long and short opening axes are in generally

alignment with said long and short cover member

axes and an opening position where said hatch port
has its long and short opening axes angularly dis-

II,
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placed relative to said long and short cover mem-

ber axes;

transversely translating said angular rotated hatch

cover member inside the housing in the plane of the 5

hatch port, whereby one edge of the hatch cover is

clear of the wall of the opening of the hatch port;

tilting the translated hatch cover member whereby

the edge of the hatch cover member extends 10

through the opening of the hatch port and exter-
nally of the housing;

transversely translating said tilted hatch cover mem-
ber until the trailing edge of the hatch cover mem-

ber clears the hatch port; and

pivoting said hatch cover member relative to the
outside of said housing about an axis disposed par-

allel to said long opening axis whereby the hatch

cover member substantially clears said hatch port,
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